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The nucleus 52Fe with 共N = Z = 26兲 has been investigated using intermediate-energy Coulomb excitation in
inverse kinematics. A reduced transition probability of B共E2 ; 0+1 → 2+1 兲 = 817共102兲 e2 fm4 to the first excited 2+
state at 849.0(5) keV was deduced. The increase in excitation strength B共E2 ↑ 兲 with respect to the even-mass
neighbor 54Fe (B共E2 ↑ 兲 = 620共50兲 e2 fm4) agrees with shell-model expectations as the magic number N = 28 is
approached. This measurement completes the systematics of reduced transition strengths to the first excited 2+
state for the even-even N = Z nuclei up to mass A = 56.
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The exotic, self-conjugate nucleus 52Fe has been studied
via the method of intermediate-energy Coulomb excitation in
inverse kinematics [1–4]. An unexpectedly large value for
the reduced transition probability B共E2 ; 0+1 → 2+1 兲 in 56Ni
[5,6], a key signature of collectivity, places high importance
on measurements in the neighborhood of this doubly-magic
nucleus. The measurement of the reduced transition probability to the first excited state of 52Fe allows the evolution of the
quadrupole collectivity in the chain of Fe isotopes to be
tracked across the semi-magic nucleus 54Fe. The 52Fe result
also completes the systematics of B共E2 ↑ 兲 values for N = Z
nuclei up to mass A = 56. Experimental interest in the nuclear
structure of medium-mass N = Z nuclei has increased as advances in radioactive beam technology have made such nuclei accessible for a greater range of studies. Enhanced
neutron-proton correlations in such nuclei, where the neutrons and protons occupy identical orbits, are expected to
affect the structure of N = Z nuclei. The manifestation and
experimental signatures of these effects are currently under
discussion [7,8].
The experiment on 52Fe was performed at the Coupled
Cyclotron Facility [9] of the National Superconducting Cyclotron Laboratory at Michigan State University. The 58Ni
primary beam was accelerated in the K500 and K1200 cyclotrons to an energy of 140 MeV/ nucleon. A secondary
beam of 52Fe at 65.2 MeV/ nucleon was produced by impinging the primary beam on a 376 mg/ cm2 9Be production
target and selecting the isotopes of interest in the largeacceptance A1900 fragment separator [10]. A 238.4 mg/ cm2
Al wedge was used in the A1900 to provide a better separation of the constituents of the multicomponent fragment
beam.
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The secondary beam was transported to the experimental
area, where the Coulomb excitation target of
257.7 mg/ cm2 197Au was placed at the center of the Segmented Germanium Array (SeGA), consisting of 18 32-fold
segmented high-purity germanium detectors [11]. The highresolution S800 spectrograph [12] was used to identify the
scattered 52Fe particles after interaction with the 197Au target
and to measure their scattering angles. The mid-target beam
energy was 56.9 MeV/ nucleon. Since the magnetic spectrograph was operated in dispersion-matched optics mode
and due to the limited target size, the A1900 fragment separator had to restrict the momentum spread of the beam to
only 0.5% to ensure a beam spot size smaller than the target
dimension.
Identification of the fragments of interest was carried out
with the focal plane detector system of the spectrograph [13],
two plastic scintillator timing detectors along the beam lines,
and a parallel-plate avalanche counter located 138 cm before
the Coulomb excitation target. The difference in time-offlight measured between two scintillators before the target
ensured a separation of the constituents of the incoming
“cocktail beam”. The energy loss in the spectrograph’s ion
chamber correlated with the time-of-flight served to identify
the scattered 52Fe after the Coulomb excitation target. Figure
1 shows the particle identification in the spectrograph without gate on the incoming beam.
SeGA was used to detect de-excitation ␥ rays from the
197
Au target and those emitted from inelastically scattered
beam particles. The intrinsic energy resolution of the SeGA
detectors is approximately 2.5-2.8 keV (0.2%) at 1332 keV.
The segmentation of the SeGA detectors provides a determination of the interaction position of a ␥ ray to within 0.6 cm
FWHM. Experimental information from the detector segments was used to Doppler-reconstruct the ␥ rays emitted
in-flight on an event-by-event basis. While nominally SeGA
consists of 18 detectors, a total of 13 segmented germanium
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FIG. 1. (Color online) Particle identification of the beam scattered off the Au target. The correlation of the energy loss measured
in the ion chamber vs. the time-of-flight resolves the constituents of
the “cocktail beam” (1% lower-level cutoff).

detectors were mounted in the array for the present experiment, six detectors in the ring at 37° to the beam direction,
and seven in the 90° ring. The set-up of the two rings of
SeGA detectors is shown in Fig. 2. The center of the crystal
of each detector was at a distance of about 24 cm from the
middle of the 197Au target. The energy and efficiency calibrations of the SeGA detectors were carried out with 152Eu
and 56Co ␥-ray sources covering an energy range from 122
to 3451 keV. The efficiency calibration was performed for
each ring of SeGA. The photopeak efficiencies at 849 keV
were 1.6(1)% for the 37° ring and 1.1(4)% for the 90° ring,
for a sum efficiency of 2.7(2)%.
After the identification of 52Fe nuclei in the S800 focal
plane, the coincident ␥-ray spectra shown in Fig. 3 were

FIG. 2. Schematic set-up of SeGA in the configuration used for
Coulomb excitation of 52Fe. The two 37° and 90° rings of SeGA are
shown. The angles refer to the directions from the target center to
the detector center with respect to the beam direction. A parallelplate avalanche counter 138 cm upstream of the target position was
used to monitor the position of the beam on target.

FIG. 3. Gamma-ray spectra in coincidence with 52Fe particles at
the S800 focal plane. The transitions corresponding to de-excitation
of the 197Au target and 52Fe projectiles are indicated. Laboratoryframe spectra 共␤ = 0兲 are shown in the top panels. Dopplerreconstructed projectile-frame spectra assuming a projectile velocity of ␤ = 0.31 at the point of ␥-ray emission are shown in the
bottom panels with the simulations overlayed. The solid black lines
are the total fits to each spectrum, which contain the sum of the
simulated response functions (grey lines) and quadratic backgrounds (dashed lines). The ␥-ray energies determined as a result of
the fits are 849.0(6) and 849.2(8) keV for the 37° and 90° SeGA
rings, for a weighted average of 849.1(5) keV.

generated. A strong photopeak at approximately 850 keV is
apparent in the projectile-frame spectra shown in the bottom
panels of Fig. 3. This ␥ ray corresponds to the de-excitation
from the J = 2+ first excited state to the ground state of 52Fe.
In the laboratory-frame spectra (top panels), the 850 keV ␥
rays become noticeably broader as a result of the angledependent Doppler shift to different energies in the 37°
共⬇1072 keV兲 and 90° 共⬇807 keV兲 rings of SeGA. Since the
target and projectile nuclei can both be excited as a result of
the inelastic scattering, the 547.5 keV ␥ ray from the deexcitation of the J = 7 / 2+ excited state to the J = 3 / 2+
ground state of the 197Au target nuclei [14] can be seen as a
narrow line in the laboratory-frame spectra. In the projectileframe spectra, the 547 keV ␥ ray broadens and shifts to
approximately 433 keV in the 37° and approximately 575
keV in the 90° ring.
In order to determine the energy and intensity of the ␥ ray
from the de-excitation of 52Fe, a Monte Carlo simulation was
performed for ten million incident ␥ rays at 849 keV, isotropically emitted in the projectile frame and Lorentz boosted
with the beam velocity at the time of ␥-ray emission. The
events were then used by the GEANT [15] code to model the
energy deposited in SeGA. These histograms were fit with
analytical curves to determine the area under the photopeak,
and thus the expected in-beam efficiency. Additionally, simulations for stationary sources were performed and matched
with the source calibrations. The simulated efficiency using
the GEANT code was scaled upward by 3.5% in the final
analysis to reproduce the measured efficiency. The analytical
curves were then scaled to fit the experimental spectrum on
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FIG. 5. ECIS calculation for 52Fe at 56.9 MeV/ nucleon. Shown
are the excitation cross sections as a function of center-of-mass
scattering angle for Coulomb excitation only and Coulomb plus
nuclear excitation. Parameters from 40Ar scattering on 208Pb at
41 MeV/ nucleon were used in the calculation [21]. Below the
maximum scattering angle chosen (dashed line), the contribution
from nuclear excitations is less than 6%.

FIG. 4. Measured cross section versus maximum laboratory
scattering angle (top) and minimum impact parameter (bottom) for
52
Fe nuclei. For each maximum laboratory scattering angle, the corresponding ␥-ray spectra and particle spectra were analyzed to yield
cross sections. The cross sections measured for 4° and 5° are low
due to the loss of acceptance past 3.5° in the dispersive direction,
reflected in the lower limits on the error for those cross sections.

top of a quadratic background. The fitting procedure was
performed separately for the two SeGA rings. During the
fitting process, the amount of scaling was varied but the
width and shape of the simulated response functions were
fixed. Together with the centroid and area of the simulated
photopeak determined from the fit to the simulated spectrum,
the scaling of the simulation to the data allowed for a determination of the measured centroid and area of the photopeak
observed in the experiment. The bottom panels of Fig. 3
show the fit components and total fit overlayed on the ␥-ray
spectra detected in coincidence with the scattered 52Fe particles and transformed into the projectile frame. The
weighted average of the centroids for the two rings was
849.1(5) keV, in good agreement with the adopted value of
E␥ = 849.43共10兲 keV [16] for the de-excitation of the first
excited state of 52Fe.
The experimental cross section for Coulomb excitation is
given by

=

N␥

⑀tot ⫻ Nbeam ⫻ Ntarget

.

共1兲

N␥ is the number of detected de-excitation photons, ⑀tot is the
total detector photopeak efficiency, Nbeam is the number of
incident secondary beam nuclei, and Ntarget is the number of

target nuclei per unit area. The total efficiency 共⑀tot兲 includes
contributions from the detector efficiency, solid angle covered by the detector array, angular distributions of emitted ␥
rays due to the Coulomb excitation mechanism and Lorentz
boost, and absorption of ␥ rays in the target material [17].
Events selected to determine the cross section for Coulomb excitation must only include collisions where the minimum impact parameter bmin between the 52Fe and 197Au nuclei exceeds the interaction radius Rint to exclude nuclear
contributions to the purely electromagnetic Coulomb excitation process. The interaction radius following Wilcke et al.
[18] is Rint = 13.5 fm for the target-projectile system realized
in the present experiment. The interaction in collisions with
impact parameters larger than Rint is considered to be dominated by the Coulomb force. To calculate the angleintegrated Coulomb excitation cross section 共兲 for 52Fe, a
maximum laboratory scattering angle of lab = 3.5° 共cm
= 4.47° 兲 was chosen. Assuming Coulomb trajectories, this
angle corresponds to bmin = 16.7 fm and a distance of 4.7 fm
above the sum of the nuclear radii and exceeding the interaction radius Rint by more than 3 fm. The laboratory scattering angle is reconstructed from the magnetic setting of the
spectrograph in conjunction with the position information of
the nuclei measured in the cathode readout drift chambers of
the S800 focal plane. The S800 spectrograph has angle acceptances of ±3.5° in the dispersive direction and ±5° in the
nondispersive direction. In order to study the dependence of
Coulomb excitation cross section on scattering angle, events
were selected with lab ⬍ 1°, 2°, 3°, 3.5°, 4° and 5°. The
results are shown in Fig. 4 as a function of maximum laboratory scattering angle and minimum impact parameter. The
loss of acceptance beyond 3.5° in the dispersive direction is
clearly visible in the upper panel and reflected by the error
bars indicating lower limits. A recent intermediate-energy
Coulomb excitation experiment on 46Ar also explored the
dependence of Coulomb excitation cross section on the impact parameter and it was demonstrated that the B共E2 ↑ 兲
value deduced over a broad range of impact parameters
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FIG. 6. Systematic behavior of reduced transition probability
B共E2 ↑ 兲 and energy of the first excited J = 2+ state E共2+兲 for the
even-even Fe isotopes. Adopted values, indicated by filled circles,
are from [26] while the present measurement is indicated by an
open square.

FIG. 7. Reduced transition probability to the first excited J
= 2+ state B共E2 ↑ 兲 and energy of the first excited J = 2+ state E共2+兲
for the even-even N = Z nuclei with A 艌 36. The measurement of
B共E2 ↑ 兲 = 817共102兲 e2fm4 for 52Fe is indicated by the open square.
Filled circles indicate adopted values, from [26].

(scattering angles) is constant underlining the robustness of
this method in the regime of intermediate-energy beams [19].
For events with lab ⬍ 3.5°, the coincident ␥-ray spectra
were analyzed following the fitting procedure described
above to obtain the number of detected ␥ rays 共N␥兲. The
number of beam particles with the scattering angle restriction
was 295 million. With these parameters, a Coulomb excitation cross section to the 849 keV J = 2+ state in 52Fe of 
= 172共21兲 mb was extracted.
The uncertainty on the angle-integrated cross section 
includes contributions from the statistical error on N␥ (2.4%)
and Nbeam 共⬍1 % 兲, uncertainty on the measurement of the
197
Au target thickness 共⬍0.5% 兲, and the error on the ␥-ray
detection efficiency ⑀tot (7.4%). The uncertainty of the reconstructed laboratory-frame scattering angle is 2 mrad FWHM
共±0.05° 兲 [13]. An additional error of approximately 3% corresponding to the percentage difference in excitation cross
max
max
− 0.05° and lab
+ 0.05° was included.
section for lab
Using the theory of Winther–Alder relativistic Coulomb
excitation [1] the reduced excitation strength B共E2 ; 0+1
→ 2+1 兲 = 817共102兲 e2fm4 was determined from the angleintegrated cross section measured in the experiment for
given kinematics and at a minimum impact parameter of
bmin = 16.7 fm. This translates into a half-life for the first 2+
excited state of T1/2 = 7.8共10兲 ps.
While events were chosen to assure at least 4.7 fm between the target and projectile radii, possible nuclear contributions to the cross section were investigated. A calculation
for the interaction of 52Fe on 197Au with the Coulomb interaction only, and another with both Coulomb and nuclear interactions allowed, was performed using the ECIS88 coupledchannels code [20]. The calculation used optical model
parameters from 40Ar scattering on 208Pb at 41 MeV/ nucleon
[21]. The angular distributions for the excitation cross sections calculated by the ECIS program are shown in Fig. 5. At
max
of 3.5°, a nuclear
scattering angles less than the chosen lab
contribution of 6% to the excitation cross section was estimated.

Two of the signatures of magic even-even nuclei are a
small reduced transition probability to the first excited 2+
state and a large 2+1 excitation energy E共2+1 兲. The systematics
for both B共E2 ↑ 兲 and E共2+1 兲 for the even-even isotopes of Fe
are displayed in Fig. 6, including the 52Fe data point from the
present work. The isotope 54Fe, with 26 protons and 28 neutrons, has the lowest B共E2 ↑ 兲 value of the series of isotopes
and the highest excited state energy [26]. As 28 neutrons
completes a closed shell, these results are expected. The
present measurement of B共E2 ↑ 兲 = 817共102兲 e2fm4 for 52Fe,
higher than the value for 54Fe, is consistent with 54Fe being
semi-magic with N = 28.
Shell-model calculations of reduced transition probabilities to the first excited states of 52Fe and 54Fe were performed
with the conventional shell-model code MSHELL [22] using
the GXPF1 interaction [23,24]. The transition strengths were
calculated as described in [25], with A p and An the proton
and neutron strength amplitudes. A truncation of seven particles excited out of the f 7/2 orbit was chosen for 52Fe and
54
Fe. The calculations were performed with two different sets
of effective proton and neutron charges e p and en (e p + en
= 2e for both sets and e p − en = 0.5e and e p − en = 0.7e, respectively). For both sets of effective charges and strength amplitudes A p = An = 15.35 the theoretical prediction for the Tz
= 0 nucleus 52Fe was B共E2 ; 0+1 → 2+1 兲 = 942 e2fm4. For 54Fe,
with A p = 14.63 and An = 7.13 and effective charges e p = 1.5e
and en = 0.5e , B共E2 ↑ 兲 = 651 e2fm4 was calculated. With e p
= 1.3e and en = 0.7e, the result was B共E2 ↑ 兲 = 576 e2fm4. The
adopted value of B共E2 ↑ 兲 = 620共50兲 e2fm4 for the first excited state of 54Fe [26] agrees with both calculations, while
the experimental value from the present work of B共E2 ↑ 兲
= 817共102兲 e2fm4 for 52Fe is slightly lower than the theoretical value. Comparison of the 52Fe and 54Fe experimental
B共E2 ↑ 兲 values with the theoretical predictions show that the
same trend is observed in both experiment and theory. The
shell model, however, appears to over-predict the increase of
the 52Fe reduced transition probability from that of 54Fe.
Figure 7 shows the systematics for reduced transition
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probabilities and energies of the first excited states for the
known even-even N = Z nuclei with A 艌 36. The present measurement of B共E2 ↑ 兲 = 817共102兲 e2fm4 to the first excited
state of 52Fe indicates a decrease in collectivity from 48Cr to
56
Ni.
In summary, the absolute B共E2 ; 0+1 → 2+1 兲 strength in 52Fe
was determined via intermediate-energy Coulomb excitation.
The value of B共E2 ↑ 兲 = 817共102兲 e2fm4 emphasizes the existence of the semi-magic shell closure at N = 28 in the chain of
Fe isotopes, in contrast to the situation in the Ni isotopes

where N = Z = 28 56Ni is found to be rather collective [5,24].
Furthermore, this data point completes the B共E2 ↑ 兲 systematics in N = Z nuclei, now established up to 56Ni.
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